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**Golf Course Marketplace**

**Keep Your Divot Seed Mixture Where It Is Used...**
... in Divot Seed & Silt tee buckets next to the tee markers. Available in Cedar or Redwood slats and with companion TrashM debris buckets.

Ask Your Golf Course Distributor for INNOVATIVE MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS From Master of the Links

P.O. Box 283, Lockport, IL 60441-0283
(815) 725-4444 Fax (815) 725-4485

**ORDER TODAY!**

TOUR-LEVEL™ SAND RAKES

The ONLY Tour-approved rake with:
- No-Splinter Oval Handle
- FlowThru Smoothing
- GE® LEXAN® Head

1-800-467-5514

Innovative Golf Products, 104-5 Griffith Plaza Drive Winston-Salem, NC 27103 FAX (919) 765-9955

**Laminated Wood Pedestrian & Vehicular BRIDGES & SHELTERS**

Order Direct From The Leading Manufacturer in U.S.

- Complete Prefabricated Packages
- Ready for Fast Installation
- Direct Distribution Throughout the U.S.
- Custom Design & Engineering

CALL

UNIT STRUCTURES 1-800-777-UNIT

Morrison, NC 27506 Tel. 919/467-6151 FAX 919/469-2536

**Cut Cups The Same Depth Everyday**

This cup auger cleans out the last part of each hole. An adjustable ring gives you the exact depth you want.

Call for our Brochure - 800-456-4351

**From**

**TURF PRODUCTS**
P.O. Box 164 • Milton, MN 55354

**Phillips comment**

Continued from page 8
grower whose margin is ever narrowed by the slow eradication of field burning. But the golf course industry, and more importantly, its detractors owe these growers a great measure of credit for yielding to popular will and methodically pursuing alternatives to field burning, a time-honored routine practiced since man first discovered the miracle of agriculture (see page 1). Growth in the golf course industry, like everything else, is an evolutionary process. Technology is developed and sometimes it's taken away. But don't let it be said that industry members aren't willing to budge on environmental issues. Look to Oregon. Look to Washington, D.C., where the Environmental Protection Agency continually ups the ante on prospective registrants. Look to either coast where developers trade land and alter profit margins to appease various environmental commissions.

By and large, the golf course industry has a good sense of when to fight and when to move on. If only the same could be said for its opponents.